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Abstract—Conventional fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm is
highly vulnerable to noise due to not considering the spatial
information in image segmentation. This paper aims to develop
a Gaussian spatial FCM (gsFCM) for segmentation of brain
magnetic resonance (MR) images. The proposed algorithm
uses fuzzy spatial information to update fuzzy membership
with a Gaussian function. Proposed method has less sensitivity
to noise specifically in tissue boundaries, angles, and borders
than spatial FCM (sFCM). Furthermore by the proposed
algorithm a pixel which is a distinct tissue from anatomically
point of view for example a tumor in preliminary stages of its
appearance, has more chance to be a unique cluster. The
quantitative assessment of presented FCM techniques is
evaluated by conventional validity functions. Experimental
results show the efficiency of proposed algorithm in
segmentation of MR images.

Region based approaches are popular segmentation
procedures. A well-developed region based method is region
growing. Based on some predeﬁned criteria, a connected
area is portrayed by region growing. Disadvantageous of
these methods are creation of holes and disconnectedness in
segmented image [5, 6]. Other methods like deformable
models and active contours models (ACMs) or level set are
applied as numerical methods for tracking boundaries and
borders in an image [7].
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is most common
imaging modalities employed as a diagnostic technique [1].
Segmentation of medical images inferred to partition
pixels/voxels in an image into the number of 2D/3D tissues,
each with unique features and similar properties.
Segmentation process could be based on numerous features
of input data. Therefore a variety of edge based techniques
has been developed in image segmentation. Here is a list of
edge operators which commonly is used in the image
segmentation trials: Sobel, Roberts, Prewitt, Canny, Zerocrossing, Laplacian, and Laplacian of Gaussian( LoG ) [2, 3].
There are the large number of gray level based approaches
for segmentation of medical images using both local and
universal image intensity information. Thresholding is one of
the image segmentation techniques and has two common
types: Global thresholding , and Local thresholding [4].

Fuzzy clustering has many applications in medical image
segmentation, because they can preserve more information
about original image using fuzziness membership than other
methods [8]. However standard FCM doesn’t exploit spatial
information of neighborhood pixels in image segmentation.
In order to develop a modified FCM algorithm compared
with sFCM approach [9], this paper presents a modified
sFCM algorithm based on Gaussian spatial information as
gsFCM. New approach extracts tissue boundaries, borders,
angles, and small organisms successfully. The rest of this
paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
methodology of this paper. Section 3 describes quantitative
validity functions; and Section 4 presents experimental
results. Section 5 summarizes conclusions of this paper.

II.

METHODOLOGY

A. Fuzzy c-Means Clustering
Fuzzy c-Means clustering algorithms, developed in 1970s
and optimized later [10]. Let X   x1 , x2 ,..., xn  denotes an
input vector with n number of elements to be partitioned into
c (2≤ c≤n) clusters, and xj denotes the feature value. The
FCM algorithm is an iterative optimization process that
minimizes the following cost function:
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Where n is the number of data points and m is the fuzziness
value (1 in hard clustering, and will be increased in fuzzy
clustering). uij is membership of pixel xj in the i-th cluster
that vi is centroid of it; and ‖ ‖ is a norm metric. Cluster
centers and membership functions in FCM are updated by
the following [8]:
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The proposed Gaussian spatial function hij just like the
membership function uk,l, indicates the possibility that pixel
xj belongs to i-th cluster. The lattice window NB’(xj) denotes a
5×5 square window with the Gaussian spatial information.
Incorporation of the Gaussian spatial function into
membership function is as follows [9]:
(6)

∑

Where
is new membership function, and the parameters p
and q signifies the comparative influence of both
membership and Gaussian spatial functions
and
respectively. The improved spatial FCM by Gaussian
function with parameters p and q is represented as gsFCMp,q.
The proposed gsFCM algorithm is summarized as follows:
Step 1: Select the number of clusters c and fuzziness
grade m; let ε be a small positive constant, and initialize
V(0) matrix by randomly small values.
Step 2: Update the membership matrix U*, using (6) .

B. Spatial FCM (sFCM)
Correlation among neighboring pixels is one of the
significant characteristics in the brain MR images. This
means that neighborhood pixels have many similarities and
analogous feature properties hence with great probability
they are members of the unique clusters. To utilize spatial
information in FCM algorithm, the spatial function can be
impressively represented as [9]:
∑

(4)

The spatial function hij just like the membership function
uij signifies the probability that pixel xj belongs to i-th
cluster. However, hij contains spatial information of MR
image. NB(xj) represents a 5×5 lattice window and xj is a
pixel in the lattice window [8].

C. Proposed Gaussian spatial FCM (gsFCM )
The sFCM algorithm with a linear filter on membership
function reduces effects of noise in MR images [9]. However
this has disadvantages on tissue boundaries, borders, angles,
and small organisms. Furthermore, one pixel which is
anatomically a distinct tissue for example a tumor or
pathological lesion in preliminary of its appearance has less
chance to be classified as a unique cluster. In this paper to
surmount on mentioned disadvantages a Gaussian function is
applied in standard FCM[11]. This function handles
Gaussian spatial information on FCM and proposes gsFCM
algorithm. The optimized algorithm preserves superiority of
sFCM and modifies its disadvantages is as follow:
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Step 3: Update cluster center matrix V, using (3).
Step 4: Repeat steps 2-3 until termination. The
termination criterion in two successive iteration is as
follows vi(t 1)  vi(t )   , where . is norm metric.

CLUSTER VALIDITY FUNCTIONS

III.

Mostly two types of validity functions are used to
evaluate the performance of clustering: fuzzy partition and
geometric structure. Partition coefficient Vpc and partition
entropy Vpe are fuzzy partition functions deﬁned as following
[12, 13]:
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The best clustering is achieved when the Vpc has maximum
value (close to 1) or Vpe has minimum value (close to 0).
However, fuzzy partition functions can only measure the
fuzzy partition and don’t have a direct access to feature
vector. To quantify the ratio of total variation within clusters
using geometric structure, Vfs and Vxb are defined as follow
[12, 13]:
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Where vi≠ vk , and minimized Vfs or Vxb lead to optimal
clustering.

IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The synthetic and real MR images with various white
Gaussian noise values have been used in the experiments.
Fig. 1(a) depict four-level synthetic T1 weighted image [9]
corrupted by additive Gaussian noise (m=0 , σ=0.003). Fig.
1 (b)-(f) show the clustering results with FCM techniques
respectively. The sFCM0,2 and proposed gsFCM0,2
techniques as qualitative are superior to other FCM
techniques. However gsFCM0,2 is superior in the inner
boundary than sFCM0,2. In all experiments a symmetric 5×5
lattice window by a Gaussian spatial filter and standard
deviation 0.8 in gsFCM technique is used.

To scrutinize between sFCM0,2 and gsFCM0,2 in Fig. 3
fuzzy and hard clustering results are portrayed. Columns
from left to right are background (BGND), CSF, GM, and
WM respectively. 1st and 2nd rows are results of fuzzy
clustering by sFCM0,2 and gsFCM0,2 respectively. By fuzzy
clustering, fuzzy membership of each cluster is portrayed. As
can be seen tissue boundaries are correctly segmented by
proposed gsFCM. Hard clustering is represented in 3rd and
4th rows for sFCM0,2 and gsFCM0,2 respectively. Assigning
rigid membership in hard clustering to each cluster, tissue
boundaries are exactly distinguished by two approaches and
their differences are comparable.

Figure 1. (a) Simulated MR image corrupted by additive Gaussian noise
(m=0, σ=0.003). The gray levels are 50 (UL), 100 (UR), 150 (LL), and 200
(LR). Clustering results using (b) FCM, (c) sFCM1,1 , (d) gsFCM1,1 , (e)
sFCM0,2 , and (f) gsFCM0,2.

Segmentation results on simulated T1 weighted image of
humane brain is portrayed on Fig. 2. This image tainted by
additive Gaussian noise (m=0, σ=0.001). Performances of
FCM, sFCM, and proposed gsFCM techniques are observed
in this image. As can be seen gsFCM due to influence of
Gaussian spatial function on neighborhood pixels, efficiently
manages tissue boundaries, borders, angles, and small
tissues.

Figure 3. Fuzzy and hard clustering on simulated MR image. Columns
from left to right are BGND, CSF, GM, and WM respectively. 1st and 2nd
rows are results of fuzzy clustering respectively by sFCM0,2 and gsFCM0,2.
In 3rd and 4th rows results of hard clustering by sFCM0,2 and gsFCM0,2 are
represented respectively.

In addition to more investigate on FCM techniques,
simulations were done on real MR images. Fig. 4 (a) depict
T1 weighted image; and Fig. 4 (b)-(f) show clustering results
with the FCM techniques.

Figure 2. (a) Simulated MR image tainted by Gaussian noise (m=0,
σ=0.001). Segmentation results using (b) FCM, (c) sFCM1,1 , (d) gsFCM1,1 ,
(e)sFCM0,2 , and (f) gsFCM0,2.

Moreover in Fig. 5, fuzzy and hard clustering results on
real MR image is portrayed. Columns from left to right are
BGND, WM, GM, and CSF successively. 1st and 2nd rows
are result of fuzzy clustering by sFCM0,2 and gsFCM0,2
respectively. Fuzzy membership in fuzzy clustering is
assigned to each pixel then each tissue is portrayed by its real
intensity. Proposed gsFCM efficiently reduces noise effects

like sFCM however gsFCM has better performances in tissue
boundaries. Hard clustering results is represented in 3rd and
4th rows for sFCM0,2 , and gsFCM0,2 techniques respectively.
Then by assigning rigid membership to each pixel tissue
boundaries are depicted exactly by two algorithms.

information was incorporated by equal weigh coefficients;
these equal coefficients caused to misclassification in tissue
boundaries, borders, angles, and small organisms. Therefore
by the proposed gsFCM algorithm a weighed summation of
spatial information by a Gaussian function was assigned to
neighborhood pixels in MR images. By the proposed
approach, sFCM disadvantages were modified. Furthermore
quantitative assessment of sFCM and proposed gsFCM
techniques were evaluated by conventional fuzzy validity
functions.

Figure 4. (a) Real T1 weighted brain image corrupted by additive
Gaussian noise (m=0, σ=0.001). Segmented images using (b) FCM; (c)
sFCM1,1,(d) gsFCM1,1 , (e)sFCM0,2 , and (f) gsFCM0,2.

TABLE.I and figure 6 show fuzzy validity function results
to evaluate performance of FCM techniques on various MR
images. High negative values of Vfs represents the high
performance of algorithm; Vpc when is closer to one reveals
that algorithm performance is closer to optimum. Most close
to zero in Vpe and Vxb , reflects the highest quality of
segmentation.

V.

CONCLUSION

Standard FCM has been applied efficiently to brain MR
image segmentation. These images have high homogeneity
in spatial domain however these spatial relationships among
neighborhood pixels are seldom employed in standard FCM.
In this paper, spatial information was applied in two different
linear and nonlinear modes. In linear mode (sFCM), spatial

TABLE I.

VALIDATION FUNCTIONS FOR DIFFERENT SIMULATED AND REAL MR IMAGES.

Images

Vxb

Vfs
*(-106)

Figure 5. Fuzzy and hard clustering on real MR image. Columns from left
to right are BGND, WM, GM and CSF respectively. 1st and 2nd rows are
result of fuzzy clustering by sFCM0,2 and gsFCM0,2 successively. 3rd and
4th rows show result of hard clustering by sFCM0,2 and gsFCM0,2
respectively.

Standard FCM

SFCM1,1

gsFCM1,1

sFCM0,2
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Figure 6. Vpc and Vpe for various MR images (better segmentation is most close to one for Vpc and most close to zero for Vpe).
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